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摘  要 





































With the speed of human civilization accelerating, application 
fields extending, the information is effective utilized that become 
more and more important. The appearance of Data Mining technology, 
solve the contradiction between the increasing information and 
deficiency using. Clustering analysis is an important tool of Data 
Mining, and applied in many different application fields. Now, 
Clustering analysis has become an important research subject in Data 
Mining field. 
In this Paper, we study and analyze all kind of clustering 
methods, such as partitioning methods, hierarchical methods, 
density-based methods, grid-based methods, model-based methods and 
so on. We analyze these methods, and find out that these methods only 
be the same with given conditions of specifically fields, and they 
are not effectively process and dig multidimensional datum. So face 
to this kind of problem, according to the no forecasting 
characteristic of clustering result, we adopt adaptive resonance 
theory of neural network technology, and independently create a 
friendly clustering system platform. 
Adaptive Resonance Theory is an artificial neural network model 
which is used in data clustering. During the running process, the 
ART net can tune only local, not global parameters related to the 
new data, thus it can solve the stability/plasticity dilemma well, 
and whole input data set can be scanned only once. ART net has some 














good feature, such as unsupervised, online study, clustering 
stabilization, and overcomes some problems of traditional 
clustering methods. This feature of ART decides that it is the very 
appropriate method that can applied in data clustering. 
The main research contents and contribution of this paper as 
follows, we fully discuss the traditional ART net model, and put 
forward corresponding modified measure. In addition, this paper 
concretely apply man mortality datum of fifth census in China. The 
test result indicate that ART net model can process a great many of 
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